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Part II: What Would You Do — With a
Taniwha at the Table?
Ian Macduff
In the last issue of Negotiation Journal, the author explored the complicat-
ing factor of having a “taniwha” or spirit at the negotiating table in a New
Zealand case. He challenged his readers to give him suggestions about how
negotiators might grapple with often perplexing problems posed by the spir-
itual values of their counterparts.
In the first part of this discussion1, I raised a question for readers concern-
ing the presence — or not — of spiritual values at the negotiation table. In
the specific New Zealand-based example, the issue was raised in a series of
significant negotiations between the State and the indigenous Maori, where
the presence of the taniwha was invoked as part of the case against specific
developments and as a reflection of the Maori traditional spiritual values pro-
tecting the land.
Sceptics might argue that the taniwha appear to have a strategic value
insofar as its presence is invoked as a cultural barrier to negotiation. Equally,
the possibility of removing or lowering that barrier through monetary com-
pensation does little to reinforce the recognition of the spiritual values and
political entitlements of the Maori, who are the “first people” of New
Zealand.
At the same time, the well-established recognition of the role played
by culture and identity in the negotiation process2 and the political
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acknowledgement in pluralist societies of diverse voices in the public
forum, mean that we  take increasing account of diversity and indigenous
entitlements in the construction of justice. Of course, the question remains
as to how to do that.
Ideally, a longer development of this discussion would take in some of
the lessons learned from studies of ethnic conflict in the last few decades3,
not to identify domestic state/nation negotiations as “ethnic” conflicts, but
rather to assist in drawing analogies and conclusions about the construction
of identity and the importance of a politics of recognition and inclusion in
the maintenance (or reconstruction) of political society. The common
ground that might emerge is the importance of creating inclusive political
and decision-making processes, while, at the same time, recognizing that
“identity” and “culture” can serve their own political purposes.
The handful of very thoughtful replies that I have received in response
to the initial article encompass both the creation of culturally inclusive
processes and the caution that dispute resolution processes can also be
nuanced by political considerations. A common thread also emerged in the
need to find — and the difficulty in finding — ways to include spiritual val-
ues in the negotiation and dispute resolution process, which is all the more
so when the issues at stake are not necessarily seen by all parties as equally
weighted with spiritual considerations.
From Kevin Avruch:
So the parties comprising the “Crown” in secular, rational, liberal, bureau-
cratic New Zealand find themselves forced “to take culture seriously” when
the Maori bring their spirits to the table. The key word in this sentence is
“forced” since, as Ian Macduff informs us, it is under the Resource Manage-
ment Act of 1991 that “government departments, local councils and
environmental authorities are. . .formally obliged to take account of Maori
spiritual and cultural values. . .” By legal mandate, therefore, the taniwha
come as one of the parties at the table. The legal mandate exists because of
the special political status of Maori as a privileged “first people” in New
Zealand, and because of a liberal commitment to a multiculturalism that
(rhetorically, at least) valorizes all cultures. But in this case the rhetoric bit
back because it comes with legislative teeth.
So, my advice to my New Zealand colleagues is to learn to live with
taniwha at the table, or work to change the legislation and ride majority
roughshod over the spirits (and be prepared to take whatever political fall-
out, no doubt impressive, ensues).
The question that vexes many people (on the Crown side, at least) is
whether the Maori who invoke the taniwha “really” believe in them or are
simply using them for tactical purposes as leverage in straightforward dis-
tributive bargaining. I’m enough of an anthropologist to venture to say that
many, perhaps almost all, of the Maori “really” believe in them. I’m enough
of a political anthropologist to say that everyone’s spirits and gods, not just
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those of the Maori, have had “tactical” (not to say ideological) roles to play
in history.
As a conflict resolution specialist, what interests me is how culture
(whether existentially “genuine” or not) can so often be enlisted for identity
and political purposes. Think of how many times one hears the expression
of the “race” or “gender” or “anti-Semitism” card being played in a political
dispute . . .
The taniwha predated the Europeans in New Zealand by many cen-
turies. . .However, the particular taniwha who come as stakeholders to the
table with the Crown in negotiations were created in 1991. . . by the Crown,
and by the ideology and rhetoric of multiculturalism. Having been created
the taniwha, it seems churlish of the Crown to question their existence—or
the sincerity of those who believe in them. From the perspective of the
Crown, one must deal with taniwha as the political parties that they are.
The Maori do not doubt their existence.
As far as being a rhetorical or ideological device, they seem no less real
to me than, say (adverting to American history), the notion of “manifest des-
tiny” that legitimized the Euro-American march across North America. They
are at least as real as Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction.
From Madge Woods:
I would take all your suggestions to heart in mediating this dispute. The spiri-
tual aspects of the parties are tantamount, in my opinion, to a settlement. It
is like the third eye or the party that is not in the room that has the potential
to spoil the outcome that must be included. I include everyone who has the
potential to influence the parties in reaching the agreement and most impor-
tantly in following through.
From David Hurley:
[Author’s note: David’s comments are worth reproducing in detail because
they indicate the range of issues which a non-Maori mediator, experienced
in working bi-culturally, has come to learn to anticipate and address. They
also indicate the essential weaving together of familiar mediator principles
— of preparation, respect, and process design — and the opportunities and
obligations of working inter-culturally. I have inserted explanatory notes in
brackets.]
This issue needs to be addressed in a bi-cultural manner. This leads me
to my first concern: The questions posed, and audience addressed appears
to arise mainly in a mono-cultural context. From a Maori viewpoint, the issue
might be: “What do you do — with a Dragon (i.e. Corrections [Department
officials]) at the Table?” Indeed it is salutary to wonder how a Maori media-
tor would achieve the trust of the Pakeha [European, non-Maori]
participants in such circumstances. This reverse insight identifies the scale of
the trust we have to achieve with Maori.
Kevin Avruch is Professor of Anthropology at the Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution,
George Mason University. He is author of Culture and Conflict Resolution.
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So, first pick your mediation co-mediator. I suggest someone acceptable
to both sides. . .and having regard for gender roles. I do not recommend
well-known activists. In Iwi [tribal] communities someone with considerable
mana [authority, status, and respect] is appropriate, and reflects the tradi-
tion of takawaenga [intermediary role]. All subsequent steps will be
informed by input from this other. (NB selection of the co-mediator will be
tricky — unless imposed by a respected outside authority — such as the
Waitangi Tribunal. Iwi will not want someone from another tribe to interpret
or have anything to do with their spiritual beliefs.)
The Prime Minister should be briefed to the extent necessary, encour-
aged to keep an open mind, (and) delay construction pending the
completion of ADR, but otherwise should stay out of the situation.
The mediation needs careful planning and preparation to obtain an
understanding of the history and meaning for the people of the taniwha,
how have they dealt with issues involving it in the past and what the
processes are for keeping people safe when discussing such matters of 
spirituality.
The opening should allow for all the above while addressing confiden-
tiality in a tribal community, and setting forth a process that the people can
relate to as having indigenous viability and claim as their own. Communica-
tion and speech patterns are the significant variables and should encompass
empowerment at every level (i.e: do you want this process; if so do you
want us to do it?); Tikanga [norms and practices] of the local iwi; the num-
bers of speakers on each side; and appropriate use of Te Reo [the Maori
language] as many will not want to speak of such deeply held views in other
than Te Reo (how will you [that is, non-Maori mediator] keep up?).
Logistically, the process should also address space for hearing (neutral
territory) and to accommodate 90 or more people with break-out room.
(Maraes [tribal meeting grounds] don’t usually provide all these facilities).
Room set-up is obviously important. Normally I would dispense with tables
so there is open space between the parties —as in a Wharenui [the large
meeting house on the marae]. Chairs can be arranged to reflect the discus-
sion exchange from one side to the other — as in a Wharenui.
In addition, the there must be separate meetings with each side to set-
tle process (what, where, how, why, when, by whom) and to brief the
Department of Corrections so they also will feel culturally safe; discussions
with counsel as to their role (do they have Te Reo?) and the roles taken by
co-mediators; and most importantly, determine the flexibility of representa-
tion — that is, authority to settle. Changes in the group — for example,
death of a kaumatua [elder, tribal leader] — may alter the standing of your
main negotiator and you may suddenly have to work with someone else.
At the commencement of the plenary session, repeat full opening plus
warning to people that their actions will affect their representatives (the art
of the staged cough; or strategic walk to the bathroom) and that they are as
much part of the process as anyone.
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During the negotiation, observe caution with regard to the role of
women, elders and the significance of keeping up appearances:
• Bear in mind gender roles. If only men speak4, then you will need to
adjourn with sufficient time to allow the women to discuss, and advise
the men for the next session.
• Beware of the dangers of elders approaching times of major spiritual dis-
turbance. Treaty claims can result in a death in the days surrounding
claim hearings [given the power of the ‘life force’ involved in the process
of dealing with core spiritual matters.]
• All the usual things — what you wear to the session (being spiritual — as
for church); where people lunch (possibly on a local marae) — need to
be responsive to manaakitanga, tikangatanga, arohatanga and other
cultural values [respectively of hospitality, tribal conventions, and love,
respect or affection].
With regard to the question of whether and how the mediator might
explain the response to the taniwha on national media; mediators should
eschew publicity — we are there for the process, not substance. Nor would
I presume to speak of things Maori — leave it to them. We have to recognise
that they have the ability.
From David James:
Advice to the Prime Minister: Face-to-face meeting is likely to be important
in settling the matter, but the invitation from the “activist” is unlikely to be
appropriate, unless he/she is acting as the mandated representative of the
hapu concerned. It will be important to clarify who are the rangatira
[chiefs] of the hapu [sub-tribe] and to discover whether they wish for a
meeting. If so, the principle will be “rangatira to rangatira” and the Prime
Minister as the rangatira of the Treaty partner (or the Governor-General)
may need to head the government group for that first hui [meeting].
It should be made clear that substantive new decisions won’t be made
at that point, however. What will be going on in the background will be (at
least) the unresolved land claim, concern over the social and environmental
effects of the new prison, concern over the process of the choice of the site,
and the whole history of the relationship between the hapu and government
(including local government). The Prime Minister will need good briefing on
these, and will need to know what within them is negotiable and whether
government can do something to show goodwill, some form of koha [gift].
Having taken part in an initial hui, the Prime Minister can then delegate
any further negotiation as appropriate, knowing also who will be the spokes-
people for the hapu on specific matters. If negotiation is taking place, and
that fact is publicised, it should take some of the heat out of the threats to
disrupt Waitangi Day.
David James and his partner Jillian Wychel are consultants in private practice who have wide expe-
rience in mediation in inter-cultural settings and in education — principally for Government
agencies — in bi-cultural issues.
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Bringing in the taniwha at a late stage may well indicate a last desper-
ate throw by a hapu who no longer have legal authority in their territory and
have been excluded from being part of the decisions that affect it. Govern-
ment should aim to avoid such a situation in the future by involving the
hapu at the earliest possible moment before decisions are made.
Invitation to mediate. In any such case, and especially where spiritual
and cultural matters are concerned, I would only consider mediating as part
of a co-cultural mediation team, working with a Maori person who has deep
understanding of those matters as well as mediation skills (not necessarily for-
mally acquired). That person must be acceptable to the hapu. In the North,
because of its religious history, I would . . .be expecting a Maori minister of
religion or a tohunga [spiritual leader] (preferably both in the one person),
but I would . . .seek guidance from Maori sources to find names to suggest.
A process to take account of cultural issues and the taniwha: I
should want to begin by having the mediators hold a hui with the hapu to
discover their issues and find more about the taniwha — his name, his his-
tory, his katiakitanga [conservation and protector] role, the sources of
information about him, and who is mandated to interpret his wishes, who
shares that kaitiakitanga, because only through them can the taniwha be
represented at the table or in the courts. I would then want the mediators to
establish a relationship with those representatives to assure them that their
concerns will be taken seriously and to see whether they have other agen-
das—hidden or open.
I should want to develop a mutual understanding that taniwha, as liv-
ing beings, are open to change when properly approached. In tradition, they
can move their place of abode, alter their appearance, and be challenged. As
kaitiaki [protectors] they guard valued places and resources, so I would
need to know more about the particular values in each case. If there are
resources involved, how valued are they in modern circumstances? And how
much of what the mediators learn about these matters can be shared with
the Department of Corrections?
The mediation process would need to be a series of modified hui, given
that hapu distrust processes in which work is done by representatives
behind closed doors. But there should be prior understandings about the
ways in which mediation processes will shape the hui, for example; that
identified spokespeople will do the talking, subject to calls for caucus discus-
sions with the whole hapu when required.
Television explanations. This is certainly not a role that can be com-
bined with mediation. It involves explaining spiritual matters in a way that a
sceptical audience can grasp and appreciate. For Maori, that may well look
like watering down or explaining away their values. Indeed, I doubt
whether any Pakeha [European, non-Maori] would be well-advised to
undertake it, and I should hope that a Maori person, probably an academic,
would take it on.
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Setting a place for the Taniwha at the table or in the mind
While much of the foregoing commentary specifically concerns the New
Zealand context, enough can be taken from this which is applicable to other
bi-cultural or multi-cultural settings. These comments, both from New
Zealand and non-New Zealand observers, reflect a number of areas of com-
mon ground. At the very least, the presence of the taniwha, whether “at the
table” or in the minds of some of the participants, cannot be neglected. Non-
New Zealand readers might also be interested to note that the last two
commentaries make extensive and familiar use of Maori terminology, reflect-
ing a growing practice of incorporation of Maori into everyday and
professional life.
While readers will surely draw their own conclusions from these
thoughtful contributions, I would add a few of my own observations.
Although my sample of responses is small, there seems little doubt that the
taniwha, as the embodiment of spiritual and environmental values, has a
place at the table. In the New Zealand case, as Kevin Avruch points out, that
presence is mandated by legislation; but even if it were not, there could be
little safe argument for excluding the taniwha, especially in value-laden dis-
putes that require both commitment to the results and avoidance of
enduring resentments.
Extrapolating from this geographically specific example, facing inter-
cultural mediations are necessarily involved in a complex pre-mediation
process of “designing the table”5. In any complex multi-party mediation,
determining the interests and impact of constituencies, assessing the capac-
ity of parties to engage in negotiation and arrive at binding commitments,
encouraging good faith participation by all parties, and gaining buy-in to the
process is a significant part of the task. Some might argue that it’s at least as
important as the substantive mediation itself; all the more so if those com-
mitments involve affirmation and inclusion of the range of spiritual, cultural
and environmental values likely to shape participation.
In the same vein of paying attention to the design of the negotiation or
mediation, a cultural dimension requires a commitment to a collaborative
process for going into that dialogue. In many respects, this involves princi-
ples no different from those of “ordinary” practice, such as being cognisant
of the constraints placed on participants in their capacity to make commit-
ments (constraints of “face,” constituencies and consequences), and being
aware that even an apparently informal and familiar process such as media-
tion can be fraught with different experiences and histories. As with the
previous point, this suggests that a large part of the mediator’s work will be
done prior to any substantive meeting — and will almost certainly be done
“off-camera.”
David Hurley is a lawyer and mediator with the Employment Relations Service. He also had exten-
sive experience in mediating inter- and intra-tribal disputes.
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In conclusion, if we leave aside the detail of how we respond to the
needs an assumptions of inter-cultural negotiations in any specific setting,
there is a default position from which we may begin, which is one of respect
for the world view of others in the negotiation. As the readers’ responses
suggest, while we may become aware of the political and instrumental use of
cultural values, rather than starting with the sceptical assumption that this is
the case, we are well advised to begin with a meta-value (perhaps even a
Kantian value!) of acceptance. It’s worth creating space at the table for tani-
wha of all types— the conversation is certainly going to benefit.
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